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\[ \dot{=60} \]

| \( \text{pont. ord.} \) | \( \text{pp} \rightarrow \text{mf} \) | \( \text{p} \) | \( \text{pp} \rightarrow \text{mf} \) | \( \text{mp} \rightarrow \text{p} \rightarrow \text{pp} \) |

\[ \begin{array}{cccc}
\text{5} & \text{6} & \text{5} \\
\text{4} & \text{4} & \text{5} & \text{4}
\end{array} \]

(*) Bow the string above the bridge

(**) 'hammer on' with left hand fingers

(***) female flutists sing written pitch, males sing 8va lower.
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for Flute, Cello, and Piano
(*) Turn the flute to flatten pitch
for Flute, Cello, and Piano
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for Flute, Cello, and Piano

Touch harmonic node of strings with finger or metal object.

Play keys with one hand, damp the strings with the other.

"hammer on" with l.h. fingers

(damp strings w/one hand)
for Flute, Cello, and Piano

\( \text{pluck strings inside piano} \)

\( \text{ord} \quad \text{sord} \quad \text{pont.} \)

\( \text{slow-vibrate} \quad \text{fast} \)

\( \text{pp sempre} \)
for Flute, Cello, and Piano

Each line = 15 seconds  Each box = 45 seconds

(*) Breathily whisper syllables into mouthpiece while fingering the indicated note. Strongly articulate the consonates, sustain the sound with the vowels. The sound should be as continuous as possible.

(*) For Flute. Cello, and Piano

Each line = 15 seconds

sord.  pont. (*sus)

pp  gliss.

CELO

senza sord.

p  mf  p  p
for Flute, Cello, and Piano

Each line = 15 seconds

uneven

P

Ad. sempre

(Ad.) -" " P
for Flute, Cello, and Piano

FLUTE

"Wind sound" - blow into flute without producing pitch.

CELO

"Hammer on" with L.H. fingers pitches, rhythms ad lib

* Escritura de Octavio Paz
Pluck strings inside piano:

\[
p
\]

\[
dolce
\]

\[
\Rightarrow pp
\]
for Flute, Cello, and Piano

FLUTE

(press)

(quick slaps)

CELLO

(ppp)

(ppp)
Glide freely on strings with metal object.

Pitches ad lib.

(slow and sparse)